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Job Planning Reporting
As the shale production revolution evolved, flowback and well 
testing sand production became a much bigger issue. Managing 
to separate the non-API spec sand to keep it out of our gathering 
systems and facilities, has been a challenge. No one can afford 
any production down time for cleanouts, system restrictions 
reducing production or ineffective sand separation costs.  
 
Greene’s has been working with Customers for years to try and 
help to improve the management of sand. This has taken us 
down the path of sand measurement, sand monitoring, sand 
separation evaluation and finally system planning. 

It starts with a well baseline setup evaluation:

What is the well flowback plan?
 • Historical equipment plan
 • Choke open plan
 • Stream flow rates expected
  - Max gas, liquid & sand 
  - GOR
  - Water cut
 • Proppant type defined
  - Size, shape & weight
  - Tail / lead differences
  - History of sand production, bypass & carryover
 • Maximum wellhead pressure and pressure drop profile 
   expected
 • Plan for variability and the unexpected 
 • What is acceptable sand bypass?

Sand Measurement
 • Important to get a good measurement of sand volumes 
    so our clients can react to the individual well conditions.
  - Historically used measurement of dumped sand  
    volumes with scales. We have found this method 
    unreliable as collection and weighing practices are
    non-standard. 
  - Some states don’t allow for open top tanks so
    measuring sand volumes is done by “ear”, which is 
    extremely unreliable
  - Sand monitoring is the only technique that measures 
     total volumes of sand and sand separator 
     effectiveness in separating sand consistently
 • Good measurement is key to making good real time 
    decisions and key in understanding field variability and 
    planning future wells.

We spent many years comparing 
measured and monitored sand 
data.
We affected the accuracy of 
the monitor data and found 
we improve the quality of the 
production data collected during 
the well testing operation.
In this example, sand peaked at 
1600 lbs per day.
There is reasonable correlation 
between physically measured and 
monitored data that is not always 
the case, as measured data. 

Getting Consistent, Reliable, Independent Measurements of Sand

Example Monitor SetupInaccurate Old Methods
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Production Rates vs Choke 
Greene’s has developed a reporting process to deliver useful 
information within a time frame to affect decision making on your well.

  Daily Reporting
 • Automated real time reporting before 8:00 am each morning
 • This analysis is done with automated software that has a 
  lower accuracy then the weekly reports, but it is a better, 
  more consistent reflection of the sand volumes compared to
  taking physical samples and weighing them
 • Gives a good indication of trends
 • Used to determine when a certain sand and production level 
  has been reached to reduce people or equipment on locations 

  Weekly Reporting
 • Independently calibrated hourly sand volume measurement 
  better and more consistent then any other measurement 
  available
 • Gives backward look at the results in the last week and 
  shows effectiveness of the sand separation system setup, 
  which can allow us to make changes to the plan if necessary
 • Paired with production data to give Operators a good look 
  at the results in the last week (allowing for results vs 
  expectation evaluation), especially as it relates to the choke 
  open plan and the production results

  Final Reporting
 • We look for trends to set standards like the effects of the 
  following on sand separator effectiveness:
   - Water cut 
   - Sand and dumping rates
   - Liquid flow rates
   - Gas rates
   - Choke opening plans
   - Shut in management
 • We look at full system effectiveness to determine the most 
  cost effective and efficient system over the broadest spectrum 
  of production variables identified in production
 • We look at when sand started and stopped to determine 
  production rates where that will occur and compare that to:
   - Different frac sand trials
   - Different in-field wells to help set standards
     on release of equipment & people

Well #1 US:    257.6 lb. Average velocity last hour: 18.70 f/s
Well #1 DS:        8.9 lb. Average velocity last hour: 19.30 f/s
Well #1 Eff:       96.5%  Effectiveness

Well #2 US: 2,635.0 lb. Average velocity last hour: 14.80 f/s
Well #2 DS:    153.7 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.00 f/s
Well #2 Eff:       94.2%  Effectiveness

Well #3 US: 1,796.7 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.30 f/s
Well #3 DS:    123.6 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.50 f/s
Well #3 Eff:       93.1%  Effectiveness



Greene’s has found that one of the most critical decisions our 
Customer’s make is “when is the well cleaned up?” vs “when 
is the well incapable of producing more sand?” and how can 
we effectively manage that timeframe.

Some wells initially clean up but then commonly slug sand 
until the lifting velocity is too low to bring the sand to surface.

Some wells cleanup quickly after 
reaching maximum choke open.
Some wells deliver slugs of sand 
for longer periods of time.
Understanding the range of 
production and then managing 
the well you are on is what is 
allowed with the proper monitors.
This allows our customers to 
react. Sometimes people and 
equipment can be reduced earlier 
then the average. Sometime 
people and equipment need to be 
on location longer.

• Variability of results
• Cleanup times
• Long term slugging issues 
  and sources
• Production rates that sand 
  starts and stops
• Maximum sand rates
• Well cleanup times
• Each choke adjustment can 
   increase production stream 
   and sand rates. When that no 
   longer occurs, that also tells us 
   something about how quickly 
   the well can be opened. 

• Sand was first seen at surface
   at 3:00 pm
• It takes 4 hours to get sand 
   from the horizontal heal to 
   surface in this casing 
• At that time the stream velocity
  was 3.4 fps in the 3” flow iron
• 3.4 fps equates to a 2650 bfpd 
  flow rate
• Sand started being produced
   at 2,650 bfpd 
• It was later confirmed that the 
   well shut off the sand 
   production at a similar flow rate

Sand Cleanup &
Slugging Trends

Stacking Data to
Look For Trends

Stacking The Data To Look For Variability & Reasons For Results
Sand Rates vs Choke

Monitored Sand Production vs Choke
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  Common Issues That Need Evaluation

 • Releasing wellsite manpower and getting 
  inconsistent dumping and then sand carry-over

 • Not having wellsite equipment or manning 
  wells for dumping while active adjacent fracs are 
  being performed 

 • Initial near wellbore sand cleanup may not 
  equate to cessation of sand production

 • Sand buildup in the horizontal or build section 
  can cause focused bursts of velocity downhole 
  that can lift the sand to tubing bottom

 • Some mechanical setups downhole can create 
  the environment of slugging. Smaller production 
  liners then casing where the tubing is landed 
  can create a slowing affect that causes sand 
  slugging

 • As different parts of the formation contribute 
  over time, more sand near wellbore may become 
  free to move into the wellbore causing slugging

  Sand Monitoring Benefits

 • Measures the lifting velocity required to bring 
  sand out of the well. Determines start and stop of 
  sand production

 • Determines whether a well in a field s susceptible 
  to slugging caused by any of the issues raised 
  above

 • Can also use monitors and alarms to alert us 
  when the sand separator needs to be dumped, in 
  man-less wellsite situations

 • Such that if slugging does occur, we can react 
  to dump the on-site sand separator before sand 
  carries over into the facilities

Maximum Flow to Well Cleanup Well Cleanup To No Sand ProductionSand Separating Selection - Fit For Purpose
Choosing the right sand separator:

Main Variables Affecting Performance
 • Flow rates (liquid and gas) 
 • Water cut
 • Sand particle size
 • Sand rate
 • Flow regimes

Other Considerations
Daily maximum sand will determine the type of separator you will need. Most 
companies dump at a maximum of every 15 minutes. If your device can not 
hold all the sand in 15 minutes before large amount carry-over, then you need a 
different device.

Pressure rating is also a starting point for determining the well testing setup. 
There are options in pressure rating and options on where to position the sand 
separators vs the choke. To protect the choke, most customers like to put the 
sand separator on the high-pressure side. Talk to us about why you may choose 
the HP or LP side. 

Cost and ability to add and remove equipment on the site as the well pressure 
and production rates decline need consideration.

The ease of operations with other support equipment required for your chosen 
sand separation system should be looked at.

Sand Separators
There are many types of sand separators in the market and Greene’s has a 
significant chosen fleet (or access to) most brands that become spec’d by our 
customers (best fit for purpose).
 • Traditional gravity-based separators
 • Cyclonics
 • Spheres
 • Horizontals

Validating Performance
Measuring the performance of your chosen sand separation system is important 
to make sure you are getting the performance you are paying for and to keep 
sand out of your gathering system and facilities, avoiding expensive downtime 
and cleanouts.

The most accurate monitoring systems
are available from Greene’s.

Common Issues
• Not dumping enough and reducing the efficiency 
  of the system.

• Dumping too much and unnecessarily surging 
   the well.

• Shutting in wells and not reacting to a need for a 
   higher dump schedule while re-opening – big issue.

• Not choosing sand separators that are fit for 
   purpose.
 - Flow rates too high for vessel
 - Water cut too low for vessel
 - Sand rates too high for vessel
 - Sand particle size too small for vessel

Monitoring Solutions
• Need to monitor sand production to make 
  decisions based on actual production 
  information.
 - Especially important with irregular choke 
    opening realities caused by takeaway issues, 
    well issues or long opening strategies. 
 - Because releasing equipment too late, 
    wasting money, or too early, causing 
    carryover into facilities, can be avoided.

• Greene’s sends reports to help make decisions.
 - Daily reports needed for dump plans and 
    releasing equipment
 - Weekly reports great for overall trends and 
    setup effectiveness evaluation.
 - Final reports great for setting standards on 
    equipment and setup. Great for 
    understanding how the setup works with 
    changing variables. 
    Great for understanding how all types of 
    equipment independently works.

• Placement of monitors will define what answers 
   you are searching for. 
 - 2 Monitors across a sand separator will 
    show the effectiveness of the separator. 
 - 2 Monitors at both ends of a  full system 
    shows spread effectiveness.
 - A Monitor placed just after the tree will show 
    the full amount of sand produced.

Daily understanding of how much sand is being 
produced and separated on your sites allows you to 
manage your flowback better.

Knowing the amount of sand being produced & the 
capacity of the sand separator (when sand carry-over 
occurs) is one key factor in performing the flowback 
& well-testing jobs as it aids in determining the time 
between dumps.

We evaluated the effectiveness of 
a sand separator as the sand rates 
increased, holding the dumping 
frequency constant.

The effectiveness of the sand 
separator went routinely below 
85% effective when the sand rates 
were above 200 lbs per hour (other 
variables are also in effect).

It was decided that the maximum 
sand in the unit before dumping 
would be set to 200 lbs for future 
dump schedules.

Analysis on the sand separator 
capacity (shown above) is then 
taken into account with the total 
sand production to create a 
dumping frequency plan that can 
be used on subsequent wells (if 
the choke plan remains the same).

This helps ensure that you are not 
dumping too often (potentially 
surging the well), or too infrequent 
(creating too much carry-over). 

Analysis can be done comparing 
flow rates to sand separator 
effectiveness to determine 
separator limits. 

This sand separator was certified 
to 5000 bfpd. 

This helps to certify the sand 
separator and the full system. 

We have analyzed and set limits on 
the following:
  - Flow rates
  - Water cut
  - Gas rates

If multiple units are used for Sand 
Separation, this helps to determine 
when separators can be removed. 

We could have rigged the 
equipment down in 45 days but it 
wasn’t rigged down until 85 days.

This cost the Customer an extra 
$200k in well costs.

This well could not have slugged 
as the lifting velocity fell below 
critical velocity of the sand particle 
– the well could not lift the sand 
anymore.

On the left, issues with takeaway 
had the choke never fully open for 
46 days and the equipment was 
rigged down.

Opening the choke further 
increased the stream velocity to 
produce sand as the choke was 
further opened.

Rigging down temporary 
equipment before the well is fully 
opened or the well is cleaned up is 
one of the biggest causes of sand 
in the facilities.

Determining Sand Separator Capacity

Determining Dumping Plan

Sand Separator By-Pass vs Flow Rates

Rigging Down Too Late
Could Have Rigged Down Earlier

Rigged Down Too Early
Rigging Down Too Early

- Sand maximums
- Sand particle size 
  limitations

Sand Lifting Velocity Conversion & Erosional Velocity Avoidance

Understanding The Mechanical Sources Of Slugging & System Velocity

Monitoring To Understand When Sand Starts
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Job Planning Reporting
As the shale production revolution evolved, flowback and well 
testing sand production became a much bigger issue. Managing 
to separate the non-API spec sand to keep it out of our gathering 
systems and facilities, has been a challenge. No one can afford 
any production down time for cleanouts, system restrictions 
reducing production or ineffective sand separation costs.  
 
Greene’s has been working with Customers for years to try and 
help to improve the management of sand. This has taken us 
down the path of sand measurement, sand monitoring, sand 
separation evaluation and finally system planning. 

It starts with a well baseline setup evaluation:

What is the well flowback plan?
 • Historical equipment plan
 • Choke open plan
 • Stream flow rates expected
  - Max gas, liquid & sand 
  - GOR
  - Water cut
 • Proppant type defined
  - Size, shape & weight
  - Tail / lead differences
  - History of sand production, bypass & carryover
 • Maximum wellhead pressure and pressure drop profile 
   expected
 • Plan for variability and the unexpected 
 • What is acceptable sand bypass?

Sand Measurement
 • Important to get a good measurement of sand volumes 
    so our clients can react to the individual well conditions.
  - Historically used measurement of dumped sand  
    volumes with scales. We have found this method 
    unreliable as collection and weighing practices are
    non-standard. 
  - Some states don’t allow for open top tanks so
    measuring sand volumes is done by “ear”, which is 
    extremely unreliable
  - Sand monitoring is the only technique that measures 
     total volumes of sand and sand separator 
     effectiveness in separating sand consistently
 • Good measurement is key to making good real time 
    decisions and key in understanding field variability and 
    planning future wells.

We spent many years comparing 
measured and monitored sand 
data.
We affected the accuracy of 
the monitor data and found 
we improve the quality of the 
production data collected during 
the well testing operation.
In this example, sand peaked at 
1600 lbs per day.
There is reasonable correlation 
between physically measured and 
monitored data that is not always 
the case, as measured data. 

Getting Consistent, Reliable, Independent Measurements of Sand

Example Monitor SetupInaccurate Old Methods
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Production Rates vs Choke 
Greene’s has developed a reporting process to deliver useful 
information within a time frame to affect decision making on your well.

  Daily Reporting
 • Automated real time reporting before 8:00 am each morning
 • This analysis is done with automated software that has a 
  lower accuracy then the weekly reports, but it is a better, 
  more consistent reflection of the sand volumes compared to
  taking physical samples and weighing them
 • Gives a good indication of trends
 • Used to determine when a certain sand and production level 
  has been reached to reduce people or equipment on locations 

  Weekly Reporting
 • Independently calibrated hourly sand volume measurement 
  better and more consistent then any other measurement 
  available
 • Gives backward look at the results in the last week and 
  shows effectiveness of the sand separation system setup, 
  which can allow us to make changes to the plan if necessary
 • Paired with production data to give Operators a good look 
  at the results in the last week (allowing for results vs 
  expectation evaluation), especially as it relates to the choke 
  open plan and the production results

  Final Reporting
 • We look for trends to set standards like the effects of the 
  following on sand separator effectiveness:
   - Water cut 
   - Sand and dumping rates
   - Liquid flow rates
   - Gas rates
   - Choke opening plans
   - Shut in management
 • We look at full system effectiveness to determine the most 
  cost effective and efficient system over the broadest spectrum 
  of production variables identified in production
 • We look at when sand started and stopped to determine 
  production rates where that will occur and compare that to:
   - Different frac sand trials
   - Different in-field wells to help set standards
     on release of equipment & people

Well #1 US:    257.6 lb. Average velocity last hour: 18.70 f/s
Well #1 DS:        8.9 lb. Average velocity last hour: 19.30 f/s
Well #1 Eff:       96.5%  Effectiveness

Well #2 US: 2,635.0 lb. Average velocity last hour: 14.80 f/s
Well #2 DS:    153.7 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.00 f/s
Well #2 Eff:       94.2%  Effectiveness

Well #3 US: 1,796.7 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.30 f/s
Well #3 DS:    123.6 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.50 f/s
Well #3 Eff:       93.1%  Effectiveness



Greene’s has found that one of the most critical decisions our 
Customer’s make is “when is the well cleaned up?” vs “when 
is the well incapable of producing more sand?” and how can 
we effectively manage that timeframe.

Some wells initially clean up but then commonly slug sand 
until the lifting velocity is too low to bring the sand to surface.

Some wells cleanup quickly after 
reaching maximum choke open.
Some wells deliver slugs of sand 
for longer periods of time.
Understanding the range of 
production and then managing 
the well you are on is what is 
allowed with the proper monitors.
This allows our customers to 
react. Sometimes people and 
equipment can be reduced earlier 
then the average. Sometime 
people and equipment need to be 
on location longer.

• Variability of results
• Cleanup times
• Long term slugging issues 
  and sources
• Production rates that sand 
  starts and stops
• Maximum sand rates
• Well cleanup times
• Each choke adjustment can 
   increase production stream 
   and sand rates. When that no 
   longer occurs, that also tells us 
   something about how quickly 
   the well can be opened. 

• Sand was first seen at surface
   at 3:00 pm
• It takes 4 hours to get sand 
   from the horizontal heal to 
   surface in this casing 
• At that time the stream velocity
  was 3.4 fps in the 3” flow iron
• 3.4 fps equates to a 2650 bfpd 
  flow rate
• Sand started being produced
   at 2,650 bfpd 
• It was later confirmed that the 
   well shut off the sand 
   production at a similar flow rate

Sand Cleanup &
Slugging Trends

Stacking Data to
Look For Trends

Stacking The Data To Look For Variability & Reasons For Results
Sand Rates vs Choke

Monitored Sand Production vs Choke
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  Common Issues That Need Evaluation

 • Releasing wellsite manpower and getting 
  inconsistent dumping and then sand carry-over

 • Not having wellsite equipment or manning 
  wells for dumping while active adjacent fracs are 
  being performed 

 • Initial near wellbore sand cleanup may not 
  equate to cessation of sand production

 • Sand buildup in the horizontal or build section 
  can cause focused bursts of velocity downhole 
  that can lift the sand to tubing bottom

 • Some mechanical setups downhole can create 
  the environment of slugging. Smaller production 
  liners then casing where the tubing is landed 
  can create a slowing affect that causes sand 
  slugging

 • As different parts of the formation contribute 
  over time, more sand near wellbore may become 
  free to move into the wellbore causing slugging

  Sand Monitoring Benefits

 • Measures the lifting velocity required to bring 
  sand out of the well. Determines start and stop of 
  sand production

 • Determines whether a well in a field s susceptible 
  to slugging caused by any of the issues raised 
  above

 • Can also use monitors and alarms to alert us 
  when the sand separator needs to be dumped, in 
  man-less wellsite situations

 • Such that if slugging does occur, we can react 
  to dump the on-site sand separator before sand 
  carries over into the facilities

Maximum Flow to Well Cleanup Well Cleanup To No Sand ProductionSand Separating Selection - Fit For Purpose
Choosing the right sand separator:

Main Variables Affecting Performance
 • Flow rates (liquid and gas) 
 • Water cut
 • Sand particle size
 • Sand rate
 • Flow regimes

Other Considerations
Daily maximum sand will determine the type of separator you will need. Most 
companies dump at a maximum of every 15 minutes. If your device can not 
hold all the sand in 15 minutes before large amount carry-over, then you need a 
different device.

Pressure rating is also a starting point for determining the well testing setup. 
There are options in pressure rating and options on where to position the sand 
separators vs the choke. To protect the choke, most customers like to put the 
sand separator on the high-pressure side. Talk to us about why you may choose 
the HP or LP side. 

Cost and ability to add and remove equipment on the site as the well pressure 
and production rates decline need consideration.

The ease of operations with other support equipment required for your chosen 
sand separation system should be looked at.

Sand Separators
There are many types of sand separators in the market and Greene’s has a 
significant chosen fleet (or access to) most brands that become spec’d by our 
customers (best fit for purpose).
 • Traditional gravity-based separators
 • Cyclonics
 • Spheres
 • Horizontals

Validating Performance
Measuring the performance of your chosen sand separation system is important 
to make sure you are getting the performance you are paying for and to keep 
sand out of your gathering system and facilities, avoiding expensive downtime 
and cleanouts.

The most accurate monitoring systems
are available from Greene’s.

Common Issues
• Not dumping enough and reducing the efficiency 
  of the system.

• Dumping too much and unnecessarily surging 
   the well.

• Shutting in wells and not reacting to a need for a 
   higher dump schedule while re-opening – big issue.

• Not choosing sand separators that are fit for 
   purpose.
 - Flow rates too high for vessel
 - Water cut too low for vessel
 - Sand rates too high for vessel
 - Sand particle size too small for vessel

Monitoring Solutions
• Need to monitor sand production to make 
  decisions based on actual production 
  information.
 - Especially important with irregular choke 
    opening realities caused by takeaway issues, 
    well issues or long opening strategies. 
 - Because releasing equipment too late, 
    wasting money, or too early, causing 
    carryover into facilities, can be avoided.

• Greene’s sends reports to help make decisions.
 - Daily reports needed for dump plans and 
    releasing equipment
 - Weekly reports great for overall trends and 
    setup effectiveness evaluation.
 - Final reports great for setting standards on 
    equipment and setup. Great for 
    understanding how the setup works with 
    changing variables. 
    Great for understanding how all types of 
    equipment independently works.

• Placement of monitors will define what answers 
   you are searching for. 
 - 2 Monitors across a sand separator will 
    show the effectiveness of the separator. 
 - 2 Monitors at both ends of a  full system 
    shows spread effectiveness.
 - A Monitor placed just after the tree will show 
    the full amount of sand produced.

Daily understanding of how much sand is being 
produced and separated on your sites allows you to 
manage your flowback better.

Knowing the amount of sand being produced & the 
capacity of the sand separator (when sand carry-over 
occurs) is one key factor in performing the flowback 
& well-testing jobs as it aids in determining the time 
between dumps.

We evaluated the effectiveness of 
a sand separator as the sand rates 
increased, holding the dumping 
frequency constant.

The effectiveness of the sand 
separator went routinely below 
85% effective when the sand rates 
were above 200 lbs per hour (other 
variables are also in effect).

It was decided that the maximum 
sand in the unit before dumping 
would be set to 200 lbs for future 
dump schedules.

Analysis on the sand separator 
capacity (shown above) is then 
taken into account with the total 
sand production to create a 
dumping frequency plan that can 
be used on subsequent wells (if 
the choke plan remains the same).

This helps ensure that you are not 
dumping too often (potentially 
surging the well), or too infrequent 
(creating too much carry-over). 

Analysis can be done comparing 
flow rates to sand separator 
effectiveness to determine 
separator limits. 

This sand separator was certified 
to 5000 bfpd. 

This helps to certify the sand 
separator and the full system. 

We have analyzed and set limits on 
the following:
  - Flow rates
  - Water cut
  - Gas rates

If multiple units are used for Sand 
Separation, this helps to determine 
when separators can be removed. 

We could have rigged the 
equipment down in 45 days but it 
wasn’t rigged down until 85 days.

This cost the Customer an extra 
$200k in well costs.

This well could not have slugged 
as the lifting velocity fell below 
critical velocity of the sand particle 
– the well could not lift the sand 
anymore.

On the left, issues with takeaway 
had the choke never fully open for 
46 days and the equipment was 
rigged down.

Opening the choke further 
increased the stream velocity to 
produce sand as the choke was 
further opened.

Rigging down temporary 
equipment before the well is fully 
opened or the well is cleaned up is 
one of the biggest causes of sand 
in the facilities.

Determining Sand Separator Capacity

Determining Dumping Plan

Sand Separator By-Pass vs Flow Rates

Rigging Down Too Late
Could Have Rigged Down Earlier

Rigged Down Too Early
Rigging Down Too Early

- Sand maximums
- Sand particle size 
  limitations

Sand Lifting Velocity Conversion & Erosional Velocity Avoidance

Understanding The Mechanical Sources Of Slugging & System Velocity

Monitoring To Understand When Sand Starts



Greene’s has found that one of the most critical decisions our 
Customer’s make is “when is the well cleaned up?” vs “when 
is the well incapable of producing more sand?” and how can 
we effectively manage that timeframe.

Some wells initially clean up but then commonly slug sand 
until the lifting velocity is too low to bring the sand to surface.

Some wells cleanup quickly after 
reaching maximum choke open.
Some wells deliver slugs of sand 
for longer periods of time.
Understanding the range of 
production and then managing 
the well you are on is what is 
allowed with the proper monitors.
This allows our customers to 
react. Sometimes people and 
equipment can be reduced earlier 
then the average. Sometime 
people and equipment need to be 
on location longer.

• Variability of results
• Cleanup times
• Long term slugging issues
and sources

• Production rates that sand
starts and stops

• Maximum sand rates
• Well cleanup times
• Each choke adjustment can 

increase production stream 
and sand rates. When that no 
longer occurs, that also tells us
something about how quickly 
the well can be opened. 

• Sand was first seen at surface
at 3:00 pm

• It takes 4 hours to get sand
from the horizontal heal to 
surface in this casing 

• At that time the stream velocity
  was 3.4 fps in the 3” flow iron
• 3.4 fps equates to a 2650 bfpd
flow rate

• Sand started being produced
at 2,650 bfpd 

• It was later confirmed that the 
well shut off the sand 
production at a similar flow rate

Sand Cleanup &
Slugging Trends

Stacking Data to
Look For Trends

Stacking The Data To Look For Variability & Reasons For Results
Sand Rates vs Choke

Monitored Sand Production vs Choke
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  Common Issues That Need Evaluation

• Releasing wellsite manpower and getting
inconsistent dumping and then sand carry-over

• Not having wellsite equipment or manning
wells for dumping while active adjacent fracs are
being performed

• Initial near wellbore sand cleanup may not
equate to cessation of sand production

• Sand buildup in the horizontal or build section
can cause focused bursts of velocity downhole
that can lift the sand to tubing bottom

• Some mechanical setups downhole can create
the environment of slugging. Smaller production
liners then casing where the tubing is landed
can create a slowing affect that causes sand
slugging

• As different parts of the formation contribute
over time, more sand near wellbore may become
free to move into the wellbore causing slugging

  Sand Monitoring Benefits

• Measures the lifting velocity required to bring
sand out of the well. Determines start and stop of
sand production

• Determines whether a well in a field s susceptible
to slugging caused by any of the issues raised
above

• Can also use monitors and alarms to alert us
when the sand separator needs to be dumped, in
man-less wellsite situations

• Such that if slugging does occur, we can react
to dump the on-site sand separator before sand
carries over into the facilities

Maximum Flow to Well Cleanup Well Cleanup To No Sand ProductionSand Separating Selection - Fit For Purpose
Choosing the right sand separator:

Main Variables Affecting Performance
• Flow rates (liquid and gas) 
• Water cut
• Sand particle size
• Sand rate
• Flow regimes

Other Considerations
Daily maximum sand will determine the type of separator you will need. Most 
companies dump at a maximum of every 15 minutes. If your device can not 
hold all the sand in 15 minutes before large amount carry-over, then you need a
different device.

Pressure rating is also a starting point for determining the well testing setup. 
There are options in pressure rating and options on where to position the sand 
separators vs the choke. To protect the choke, most customers like to put the
sand separator on the high-pressure side. Talk to us about why you may choose
the HP or LP side. 

Cost and ability to add and remove equipment on the site as the well pressure 
and production rates decline need consideration.

The ease of operations with other support equipment required for your chosen 
sand separation system should be looked at.

Sand Separators
There are many types of sand separators in the market and Greene’s has a
significant chosen fleet (or access to) most brands that become spec’d by our 
customers (best fit for purpose).

• Traditional gravity-based separators
• Cyclonics
• Spheres
• Horizontals

Validating Performance
Measuring the performance of your chosen sand separation system is important 
to make sure you are getting the performance you are paying for and to keep 
sand out of your gathering system and facilities, avoiding expensive downtime 
and cleanouts.

The most accurate monitoring systems
are available from Greene’s.

Common Issues
• Not dumping enough and reducing the efficiency 
  of the system.

• Dumping too much and unnecessarily surging 
   the well.

• Shutting in wells and not reacting to a need for a 
higher dump schedule while re-opening – big issue.

• Not choosing sand separators that are fit for 
   purpose.

- Flow rates too high for vessel
- Water cut too low for vessel
- Sand rates too high for vessel
- Sand particle size too small for vessel

Monitoring Solutions
• Need to monitor sand production to make 
  decisions based on actual production 
  information.

- Especially important with irregular choke 
   opening realities caused by takeaway issues, 
   well issues or long opening strategies. 
- Because releasing equipment too late, 
   wasting money, or too early, causing
   carryover into facilities, can be avoided.

• Greene’s sends reports to help make decisions.
- Daily reports needed for dump plans and 
   releasing equipment
- Weekly reports great for overall trends and
   setup effectiveness evaluation.
- Final reports great for setting standards on 
   equipment and setup. Great for 
   understanding how the setup works with 
   changing variables. 

Great for understanding how all types of 
   equipment independently works.

• Placement of monitors will define what answers 
   you are searching for. 

- 2 Monitors across a sand separator will 
   show the effectiveness of the separator. 
- 2 Monitors at both ends of a  full system 
   shows spread effectiveness.
- A Monitor placed just after the tree will show 
   the full amount of sand produced.

Daily understanding of how much sand is being 
produced and separated on your sites allows you to 
manage your flowback better.

Knowing the amount of sand being produced & the 
capacity of the sand separator (when sand carry-over 
occurs) is one key factor in performing the flowback 
& well-testing jobs as it aids in determining the time 
between dumps.

We evaluated the effectiveness of
a sand separator as the sand rates 
increased, holding the dumping 
frequency constant.

The effectiveness of the sand 
separator went routinely below 
85% effective when the sand rates 
were above 200 lbs per hour (other 
variables are also in effect).

It was decided that the maximum 
sand in the unit before dumping 
would be set to 200 lbs for future 
dump schedules.

Analysis on the sand separator 
capacity (shown above) is then 
taken into account with the total 
sand production to create a 
dumping frequency plan that can 
be used on subsequent wells (if 
the choke plan remains the same).

This helps ensure that you are not 
dumping too often (potentially 
surging the well), or too infrequent 
(creating too much carry-over). 

Analysis can be done comparing 
flow rates to sand separator 
effectiveness to determine 
separator limits. 

This sand separator was certified 
to 5000 bfpd. 

This helps to certify the sand 
separator and the full system. 

We have analyzed and set limits on
the following:
  - Flow rates
  - Water cut
  - Gas rates

If multiple units are used for Sand 
Separation, this helps to determine 
when separators can be removed. 

We could have rigged the
equipment down in 45 days but it 
wasn’t rigged down until 85 days.

This cost the Customer an extra 
$200k in well costs.

This well could not have slugged 
as the lifting velocity fell below 
critical velocity of the sand particle 
– the well could not lift the sand 
anymore.

On the left, issues with takeaway 
had the choke never fully open for 
46 days and the equipment was 
rigged down.

Opening the choke further 
increased the stream velocity to 
produce sand as the choke was 
further opened.

Rigging down temporary 
equipment before the well is fully 
opened or the well is cleaned up is 
one of the biggest causes of sand 
in the facilities.

Determining Sand Separator Capacity

Determining Dumping Plan

Sand Separator By-Pass vs Flow Rates

Rigging Down Too Late
Could Have Rigged Down Earlier

Rigged Down Too Early
Rigging Down Too Early

- Sand maximums
- Sand particle size 
  limitations

Sand Lifting Velocity Conversion & Erosional Velocity Avoidance

Understanding The Mechanical Sources Of Slugging & System Velocity

Monitoring To Understand When Sand Starts



Sand Management

Automated Daily Reports

Weekly Reports

Final Reports
We work with our customers to analyze all of the variables to find the best 
solutions and set standards.

Well Testing & Flowback 

Alice District
361-664-1515

Laredo District
956-753-6565

Pleasanton District
830-569-1921

Odessa District
432-368-5449

w w w. g r e e n e s e n e r g y . c o m
Corporate Headquarters
825 Town & Country Way, Suite 1200 
Houston, TX 77024
281-598-6830

Job Planning Reporting
As the shale production revolution evolved, flowback and well 
testing sand production became a much bigger issue. Managing 
to separate the non-API spec sand to keep it out of our gathering 
systems and facilities, has been a challenge. No one can afford 
any production down time for cleanouts, system restrictions 
reducing production or ineffective sand separation costs. 

Greene’s has been working with Customers for years to try and 
help to improve the management of sand. This has taken us 
down the path of sand measurement, sand monitoring, sand 
separation evaluation and finally system planning. 

It starts with a well baseline setup evaluation:

What is the well flowback plan?
• Historical equipment plan
• Choke open plan
• Stream flow rates expected

- Max gas, liquid & sand 
- GOR
- Water cut

• Proppant type defined
- Size, shape & weight
- Tail / lead differences
- History of sand production, bypass & carryover

• Maximum wellhead pressure and pressure drop profile 
  expected
• Plan for variability and the unexpected 
• What is acceptable sand bypass?

Sand Measurement
• Important to get a good measurement of sand volumes 
   so our clients can react to the individual well conditions.

- Historically used measurement of dumped sand  
volumes with scales. We have found this method 
unreliable as collection and weighing practices are

  non-standard. 
- Some states don’t allow for open top tanks so

measuring sand volumes is done by “ear”, which is 
  extremely unreliable
- Sand monitoring is the only technique that measures 

total volumes of sand and sand separator 
effectiveness in separating sand consistently

• Good measurement is key to making good real time 
   decisions and key in understanding field variability and 
   planning future wells.

We spent many years comparing
measured and monitored sand 
data.
We affected the accuracy of
the monitor data and found 
we improve the quality of the 
production data collected during 
the well testing operation.
In this example, sand peaked at 
1600 lbs per day.
There is reasonable correlation 
between physically measured and
monitored data that is not always 
the case, as measured data. 

Getting Consistent, Reliable, Independent Measurements of Sand

Example Monitor SetupInaccurate Old Methods
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Production Rates vs Choke 
Greene’s has developed a reporting process to deliver useful 
information within a time frame to affect decision making on your well.

  Daily Reporting
• Automated real time reporting before 8:00 am each morning
• This analysis is done with automated software that has a

lower accuracy then the weekly reports, but it is a better,
more consistent reflection of the sand volumes compared to
taking physical samples and weighing them

• Gives a good indication of trends
• Used to determine when a certain sand and production level

has been reached to reduce people or equipment on locations 

  Weekly Reporting
• Independently calibrated hourly sand volume measurement

better and more consistent then any other measurement
available

• Gives backward look at the results in the last week and
shows effectiveness of the sand separation system setup,
which can allow us to make changes to the plan if necessary

• Paired with production data to give Operators a good look
at the results in the last week (allowing for results vs
expectation evaluation), especially as it relates to the choke
open plan and the production results

  Final Reporting
• We look for trends to set standards like the effects of the

following on sand separator effectiveness:
- Water cut
- Sand and dumping rates
- Liquid flow rates
- Gas rates
- Choke opening plans
- Shut in management

• We look at full system effectiveness to determine the most
cost effective and efficient system over the broadest spectrum
of production variables identified in production

• We look at when sand started and stopped to determine
production rates where that will occur and compare that to:

- Different frac sand trials
- Different in-field wells to help set standards
on release of equipment & people

Well #1 US:    257.6 lb. Average velocity last hour: 18.70 f/s
Well #1 DS:        8.9 lb. Average velocity last hour: 19.30 f/s
Well #1 Eff:       96.5%  Effectiveness

Well #2 US: 2,635.0 lb. Average velocity last hour: 14.80 f/s
Well #2 DS:    153.7 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.00 f/s
Well #2 Eff:       94.2%  Effectiveness

Well #3 US: 1,796.7 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.30 f/s
Well #3 DS:    123.6 lb. Average velocity last hour: 15.50 f/s
Well #3 Eff:       93.1%  Effectiveness




